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Presentation Notes
I’m pleased to have to opportunity to share with you today the Visitor Friendly Communities Program of Alberta Tourism, Parks and Recreation.I would like to begin by asking you to think about a memorable travel experience to a town or city. What made the trip memorable? Perhaps is was an afternoon spent on main street? Was it the hanging flower baskets and litter free sidewalks. Or perhaps the interesting buildings and great local food? Now, think about a trip to a town or city that was memorable for the wrong reasons. What was it about the town or city that left negative impressions? Did you have trouble finding parking? Was there poor directional signage to the visitor centre or attractions? Did you receive dubious customer service at a gas station or restaurant? When we travel, every point of contact in a community influences our overall impression of the community, the memories we take away, and the stories we share with friends, family, and with the world online.



“Visitor Friendly” 
communities have 

characteristics that create 
positive impressions. 
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Presentation Notes
I now ask that you think of your community as your home. You take pride in your home. You maintain it, keep it clean, decorate it with flowers in summer and lights in winter. Your home may have the curb appeal that makes it stand out on your street as unique. You welcome guests into your home, you offer a place to sit, perhaps something to drink and eat. Guests want to be invited back because they’ve had such a good time.From a tourism perspective, being visitor friendly is about welcoming visitors to your community to spend their time with you. A visitor friendly community thinks about how visitors experience the community and makes the visit easy and enjoyable. A visitor friendly community has characteristics that create positive first impressions. Being visitor friendly reinforces a positive community image and influences the way visitors experience, remember and talk about your community. 



Being Visitor Friendly 
1. Ambiance and visual appeal 
2. Wayfinding and signage 
3. Quality of service and professionalism 
4. Public services and visitor amenities 
5. Visitor Information 
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Presentation Notes
We have identified five characteristics that contribute to being visitor friendly.As I go through the five characteristics I ask that you take a mental trip through your community as a first-time visitor. Try to see your community through visitor’s eys.



1. Ambience and Visual Appeal 

 Beautification of public space 
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Presentation Notes
1. Overall Ambience and Community Visual AppealFirst impressions are lasting impressions.  Putting your best face forward sends positive messages and shows that you care about your community.An attractive and visually appealing community with well maintained green space and parks, downtown business area and public spaces sends a positive message to visitors.  It indicates that the residents take pride in their community and welcome others to it.  Public spaces are often under the responsibility of the municipality, county, or business revitalization zone. 



1. Ambience and Visual Appeal 

 Building frontages 
and streetscapes 



1. Ambience and Visual Appeal 

Expressions of community 
uniqueness 



1. Ambience and Visual Appeal 

Trails and pedestrian areas 



2. Wayfinding and Signage 

Gateway signage 
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2.  Wayfinding and SignageAttractive, well maintained, landscaped, and themed gateway signs at entry points to your community provide a welcome to travelers and a sense of arrival. Gateway signs should be on the highway to lure people in. They need to tell visitors why they should stop and what they can do when they do stop.



2. Wayfinding and Signage 

Directional signage 
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Directional signageIf visitors cannot easily find what they are looking for, they may give up and decide not to stay.  Good signage helps to make sure that it is as easy as possible for visitors.



2. Wayfinding and Signage 

Retail and attraction signs 
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Retail and attraction signs.Perpendicular signs (called blade signs) Not closed…but re-opening when?Not no public washrooms/customer washrooms only…but where to go for public washroomsHours of operationI



2. Wayfinding and Signage 

Interpretive signs 
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Interpretive signsStorytelling is at the heart of a memorable visit. Visitors are looking for authentic and engaging experiences. Interpretive signs tell the story of a community 24/7.



3. Quality of Service and 
Professionalism 

Customer service training 
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3.  Quality of Service and ProfessionalismHow people are greeted and treated has a huge impact on whether or not they will return and what they will say about your community.Quality service is critical to promoting consumer spending and generating important word of mouth visitor referrals.  Dissatisfied visitors often vote with their feet and don’t come back or – even worse – tell others about their bad experience.Behind the scenes work is important - Well trained and educated staff in all parts of the community should be an important issue for civic leaders.  



3. Quality of Service and 
Professionalism 

Approved accommodation 
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3.  Quality of Service and ProfessionalismHow people are greeted and treated has a huge impact on whether or not they will return and what they will say about your community. Being treated warmly and with respect will go a long way to making visitors feel welcomed and valued. Quality service is key to making the experience memorable. Think back to places were you received exceptional service or poor service. In both cases you likely voted with your feet - either you have returned or didn’t, and told others about your experience.Quality service becomes even more critical as people share their experiences through social media. While some visitors look to TripAdvisor for recommendations, others look to professional recommendations, such as the AHLA approved accommodation. Approved accommodation and certifications speaks to a level of service the discerning traveler can expect.



4. Public Services and Amenities 
• Parking 

• Washrooms 

• Gas stations 

• Bank/machine 

• Playgrounds 

• Picnic areas 

• Retail 
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4.  Public Services and Visitor Amenities.When visitors arrive in your community they will require basic services to support their needs while traveling.It is important to attract visitors into your community, and have amenities to support them and meet their needs. Every good road trip needs:Transportation: is there convenient parking, RV parking. Is parking downtown free? Is there reliable, easy public transportation? Are there bike rentals?Basic needs: where are the public washrooms? Are they clean and well maintained? Personal needs: Is it easy to find an ATM, drug store, grocery store?Communication needs: can I easily keep in touch with friends and family?Kids: is there a playground, spray park, open park/play area?



5. Visitor Information 

Directional signage 
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5.  Visitor InformationTimely and relevant information distribution is one of the most essential elements for success.  Providing appropriate information can have a direct influence on the way visitors spend their time and money in the community.Under the area of Visitor Information, a number of aspects are to be considered.  One of which is visitor centre staff training – which includes formal training and familiarization tours.  Another aspect is all hours access to information.  Since it is unlikely for an information centre to be open 24/7, this is most commonly done through a display board at the centre that would feature maps, phone numbers and key information that visitors could access when the site is closed.



5. Visitor Information 

Experiential visitor centre 
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Experiential visitor centre. Give people a reason to come to your visitor information centre. It’s not just about the great travel advise they will receive, but perhaps the other things they can do from the site. Perhaps historical walking tours leave daily from the centre, or there are exhibits as part of a museum.



5. Visitor Information 

Trained travel counselors 
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Trained travel counselorsTravel counselors know your community’s attractions, amenities and services, and can influence how long visitors stay in your community. Alberta Tourism, Parks and Recreation offers travel counselor training through the Alberta Visitor Information Providers program.



5. Visitor Information 

24/7 visitor information 
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24/7 visitor informationAnother aspect is all hours access to information.  Since it is unlikely for an information centre to be open 24/7, this is most commonly done through a display board at the centre that would feature maps, phone numbers and key information that visitors could access when the site is closed.



Benefits of being a  
visitor friendly community: 

• Reinforce a positive community image 
• Welcome visitors to spend their time and money 
• Make the visit easy and enjoyable 
• Influence how visitors view and talk about your 

community 
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Presentation Notes
Fostering tourism in your community involves many elements from destination planning, investment attraction, product development, and marketing. Being visitor friendly is just one piece of the puzzle that contributes to being tourism ready and successful.The five visitor friendly characteristics are interconnected and do not stand alone. If done well, visitors may not notice some of the elements you have worked hard on to enhance your community’s positive characteristics. What appears simple or not noticeable was a proactive decision to address being visitor friendly. Visitors may not consciously think about, for example, how easy it was to navigate your community, but they remember when it’s not!The benefits of being visitor friendly is your:You will reinforce a positive community image,Visitors will be welcome to spend their time – and will consequently spend their money,Visitor visits will be easy and enjoyableVisitors will be influenced to talk about your community in a an upbeat way.



How do you determine 
if YOUR community is 

visitor friendly? 
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To assist community in becoming more visitor friendly, we have developed a Visitor Friendly Community Program. 



Visitor Friendly 
Communities Program 

1. Facilitated assessment 

2. Self-directed assessment 
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To assist community in becoming more visitor friendly, we have developed a Visitor Friendly Community Program. Whether you take a facilitated or self-directed approach, the program focuses on the 5 characteristics, and guides a working group through a series of steps and activities, using the following questions:Are you ready Where do you want to beWhere are you nowHow do you get thereAre you there yet



Tourism Division 
1. Destination planning 

2. Developing visitor experiences (e.g., festivals 
and events) 

3. Investment attraction 

4. Visitor information centre training/programs 
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Other services that may interest you:



Sheila Campbell 

Alberta Tourism, Parks and Recreation 

Sheila.campbell@gov.ab.ca 

780.638.3350 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In closing:The visitor friendly community assessment ideally needs:A champion and working group to actively participate in assessing their community and developing an action planCouncil support and endorsement to undertake the work, and just as important – commitment and resources to implement the planBusiness community support and participationWe are pleased to help you determine your visitor friendliness – either through the facilitated approach or if you are interested in helping us with field testing the draft manual.Thank you for inviting me here.  I’d be happy to answer any questions you may have.

mailto:Sheila.campbell@gov.ab.ca�
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